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3. Some Obsertations: What role do vows and re
solves play in the lives of believers?

(a) This is a confused area and believers have
usually disagreed on the fullest form or final.
meaning. Some bitterly object to "New Year's
Resolutions" and such things as "faith prom
lees". Nevertheless under the older covenant
vows were permissable and some were even en-
ooureged. The expression is different in the
newer covenant but probably the spiritual prin.
oipl are not changed*

(b) But some things are clears

-That vowe or resolutions are wrong (meaning
immoral) is not true--based on their usage in
the Old Testament. Things moral and immoral
do not change their fundamental character from
dispensation to dispensation.

-That they are to be used with care is also ob-
vious in the Old T. as in Lode 5:1 ff and in
the New T. in the practice of Paul.

-Furthermore, private commitment in our age
seems better than public oonitiment.

-The willingness to yew or not to vow is not
necessarily any indication of spirituality on
the part of the one o speaks. How He will
respond to God is the vital inter-aotion.

-Furthermore, every type of promise seems equal
ly to be studeid. Some seek to avoid a strong
open oomittient in favor of quiet views. But
we all are equally telling before the Lord.

4. Some Practical Lssons In the whole process of
tikLig promises and vows the following should be
closely otserved

(a) recognize our deep dependence on the Lord
(c) 1'.aep our re2dlves realistic in the light of

.z honors Him.
(c) :,,/b ourselies to His will in accord with the

calling of His Word.

5. Conclusions The thrust of this 16 that one need
not be fearful of de3iring to do o.iething for
the Lord, but he must ks..p j j the bounds of the
Lerd'a announced will. Then if the resolve fails
he still expects to receive the grace that upholds
even the failing sinner or more real idtloa.l]3,
the faltering saint. 14o mean tJt the resOlve must
be to His honor and we can carry the responsibilitYOf fulfilling it that eeie y.
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